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The Israel Export and International
Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export and International cooperation Institute Is your premier
gateway for doing business with Israeli companies.
Established and funded by the government and the private sector, IEICI’s
expertise in technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic
alliances with Israeli companies spans more than half a century.
Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and
Government resources. IEICI will provide the information you need to Connect,
negotiate and do business all over the world.

Noa Avrahami ■ Manager, Digital Media
■ T +972 3 514 2862 ■ M +972 54 546 2523
■ noa@export.gov.il ■ www.export.gov.il
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Foreign Trade Administration
Israel's Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy is responsible
for managing and directing the international trade policy of the State of Israel.
The Foreign Trade Administration operates over 45 economic missions in
countries all over the world, out of which two are located in Germany.
Each of the missions has a team that is dedicated to fostering trade and
investment between local companies and Israeli companies.

Israeli Economic & Trade missions,
Germany
The Economic & Trade Missions in Munich and Berlin are the representatives
of the Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry. Their primary mission is the
promotion of business relations between Israel and Germany, facilitating trade,
economic cooperation, investments and R&D collaboration.
The teams located in Berlin and Munich assist Israeli and German companies
and organizations, in opening doors, matchmaking and providing market
information to facilitate successful long term relationships.

Munich
Ms. Yifat Inbar ▪ Head of Economic & Trade Mission, Munich
M +49 89 543486506 ▪ munich@israeltrade.gov.il
Ms. Wiebke Fischer ▪ Senior Trade Officer ▪ Economic & Trade Mission, Munich
T +49 89 54 34 86 514 ▪ M +49 152 0 666 2000 ▪ Wiebke.Fischer@israeltrade.gov.il
Berlin
Mr. Doron Abrahami ▪ Head of Economic & Trade Mission, Berlin
M +49 30 2064 4912 ▪ berlin@israeltrade.gov.il
Mr. Boris Peltonen▪ Trade Officer
M +49 30 2064 4912 ▪ boris.peltonen@israeltrade.gov.il
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www.applicaster.com

Category
> VR/AR
> Broadcasting
> Engagement
> Gaming
> Video & Media
> Ticketing & Smart
Stadium
> Performance
Enhancement
> Marketing Analytics
> Sponsorship

Applicaster’s innovative SaaS platform
provides premium apps and solutions for media
experiences, empowering sports teams, leagues,
venues and broadcasters.

Solution at a Glance
Applicaster revolutionizes the way apps are built, offering the
fastest way to extend the reach of content and engagement on
smart devices, such as iOS, Android, AppleTV, Roku, Android TV, and
more.
A robust set of features built specifically for sports will provide your
fans an engaging experience, whether they’re in the stadium, on
their couch, or watching from the train during their commute.
The platform and SDK are modular and compatible with a wide range
of third party systems, allowing for endless collaborative efforts and
creative solutions.

Our Offering
Applicaster-powered apps deliver a variety of viewer experiences,
from simply providing in-game stats, tweets, games and more, to
selecting which camera angle they want to view from. Sideline
reporters can deliver live content directly to the app, and your fans
can also contribute to the fun, with options to share UGC, live results
of fan votes.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:
Our Zapp platform enables nearly endless functionality, provided
through formal integrations as well as an open plugin environment.
Zapp allows us to be incredibly flexible and agile in how we work with
our clients, supporting many different business models. We bring a
framework for collaboration that creates a repeatable revenue model
for your organization.

Company References and Strategic Partners:
7Sports, Heimspiel, Opta, Pro7, Puls4
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www.konnecto.io

Category
> VR/AR
> Broadcasting
> Engagement
> Gaming
> Video & Media
> Ticketing & Smart
Stadium
> Performance
Enhancement
> Marketing Analytics
> Sponsorship

KonnecTo Sports platform analyzes private data
that fans from all around the world knowingly
share with the sports team, enabling the
partnership teams to find, measure and predict
global lucrative sponsorship opportunities.

Solution at a Glance
KonnecTo is an AI-based data collection & analysis platform that
enables brands to analyze customers’ past & present personal
interactions at every touch-point, and translates that information
into actionable insights.
KonnecTo Sports platform analyzes data that fans from all around
the world knowingly share with the sports team, enabling the
partnership teams to find, measure and predict global lucrative
sponsorship opportunities.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:
We provide teams with an overview of the past 10 years of historical
data relating to present & past interactions their fan had on multiple
channels – IoT devices, social media, picture, videos, calendars,
Google accounts, browsers, smartphones, etc.
Using these external data points, we create a deeper than ever fan
profile, and aggregate all profiles to provide the team’s partnership
team with insights regarding current and potential sponsorship
opportunities all around the world, predicting activation, and
helping the marketing team to create a more efficient marketing
campaigns.

Company References and Strategic Partners:
FC Arsenal, Coca-Cola, Amdocs, Omnicom
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www.liveu.tv

Category
> VR/AR
> Broadcasting
> Engagement
> Gaming
> Video & Media
> Ticketing & Smart
Stadium
> Performance
Enhancement
> Marketing Analytics
> Sponsorship

LiveU – Reinventing Live Sports

Solution at a Glance

LiveU is driving the live video revolution, providing live video
streaming for TV, mobile, online and social media. Let your audience
become part of your story with high-quality and flawless live
video, transmitted from anywhere in the world, through the use
of our patented bonding and video transport technology. From
backpacks to smartphones, and satellite/cellular hybrid to external
antenna solutions, LiveU offers a complete range of devices for live
video coverage. In addition, LiveU offers extensive cloud-based
management and video distribution solutions. With over 2,000
customers in 80+ countries, LiveU’s technology is the solution of
choice for global sports organizations.

Our Offering

LiveU’s LU600 4K HEVC solution offers the ultimate video
performance in live streaming with extreme bandwidth efficiency –
in one of the smallest portable cellular bonding units in the market.
The LU600 sets the standard for IP bonding, delivering the highest
video quality and bitrate, fastest file transfer and lowest delay.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:

▪▪
Unmatched quality and reliability
»»Superior 1080/4K video quality based on broadcast-grade
hardware encoding

»»High efficiency internal antennas with LTE Advanced support
»»Highest video quality and bitrate
▪▪
Extreme bandwidth efficiency – providing the same video quality
as H.264 while using about half the bandwidth
▪▪
LRT™ (LiveU Reliable Transport) protocol, enabling reliable, low
delay live video streaming over non-guaranteed IP networks and
reliable transport
▪▪
Delivers high-quality 4K live video, enabling VR and 360 degree
applications
▪▪
Customers include the world’s top broadcasters, sports
organizations etc.
▪▪
Used to cover the FIFA World Cup, Winter and Summer Olympics,
Super Bowl and more

Company References and Strategic Partners:
AP, Sky News, BT Sport, BILD, NRK, NESN, Cox Media Group,
Philadelphia Eagles, Global Sports Streaming, Denver Broncos,
Indianapolis Colts
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www.playermaker.co.uk

Category
> VR/AR
> Broadcasting
> Engagement
> Gaming
> Video & Media
> Ticketing & Smart
Stadium
> Performance
Enhancement
> Marketing Analytics
> Sponsorship

Footwear motion sensor and app providing
complete, all-in-one player-ball interaction and
performance analysis

Solution at a Glance
Footwear motion sensor and app providing complete, all-in-one
player-ball interaction and performance analysis
▪▪Machine Learning algorithms achieving high levels of accuracy
▪▪Online dashboard with team and players performance analysis
▪▪Full detection of ball–player interaction. Each touch by leg, foot
zone and height
▪▪No Infrastructure
▪▪No installation
▪▪Speed and distance metrics
▪▪Mechanical workload quantification
▪▪Possession analysis
▪▪Successful passes
▪▪Passing Matrix
▪▪Time between touches

Our Offering
PM uses tracking sensors along with advanced sport-algorithms,
to capture the player’s foot motion and interaction with the ball.
The algorithms compare the user’s specific optimal motion with
the actual motion performed. The system provides visual&audio
feedback to the coach and/or player, with corrective instructions on
the PM dashboard

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:
▪▪ Convert manual football coaching to digital coaching
▪▪ Quantify players strength and weaknesses to identify talent and
improve performance

▪▪ Monitor workload to optimize long term physical training plan
▪▪ Track team tactical qualities

Company References and Strategic Partners:
UK and Israeli top tier academies are using the system currently.
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Category
> VR/AR

A novel players and ball tracking and identification
system

> Broadcasting

Solution at a Glance

> Engagement

A novel players and ball tracking and identification system
harnessing a unique wearable device together with deep learning
and machine vision algorithms to generate analytics performance/
tactical packages for the media, players, coaches and scouts.
Another application generates players’ poses estimation to
automatically convert the match into a photorealistic 3D graphics
representation during the live action. Such capability enables a
producer or a viewer at home to dynamically change their viewpoint.

> Gaming
> Video & Media
> Ticketing & Smart
Stadium
> Performance
Enhancement
> Marketing Analytics
> Sponsorship

Our Offering

▪▪ Analytics performance/tactical package based on a fully
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

automatic players/ball locations measurements using a novel
patented method
Players injuries prediction module
Real time 3D graphical representation of the match (a broadcast
product)
A virtual reality coaching tool enabling immersion of a player
into real game dynamic scenes

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Minimal logistics and no infrastructure in the playing field
Immediate system setup, automatic calibration
Affordable solution
Fully automatic
Operates out and indoors (with no additional infrastructure)
Comprehensive analytics package based on automatic
generation of “game events”
Automatically tagged video/data sports archive
Players performance evaluation and comparison for the clubs,
scouts and for the media
For broadcasters – free viewpoint selection in real time using
automatic high fidelity conversion of the game to photorealistic
3D graphics
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www.texelvr.com

Category
> VR/AR
> Broadcasting
> Engagement

TEXEL offers un-parallel live VR video quality and
enables real time social interactions between
viewers in different locations.

Solution at a Glance

> Ticketing & Smart
Stadium

The live venue excitement is no longer limited to those who can
physically get to the venue and afford the ticket. TEXEL enable’s
live content owners (i.e. sports, music) to offer an affordable and
immersive “virtual seat” experience to mass audiences, with an
advanced virtual reality delivery platform.

> Performance
Enhancement

Our Offering

> Marketing Analytics

TEXEL’s patent pending technology is content, network and user
aware. By realizing that not all pixels are born equal, it reduces virtual
reality bandwidth needs by as much as 80%. Millisecond coordination
between viewer groups across geographies and networks allows
friends to join a homogeneous event. TEXEL offers its technology as
a service. It can provision all components from the camerapersons’
lenses to the end-user’s screen.

> Gaming
> Video & Media

> Sponsorship

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:

▪▪We deliver un-paralleled 360 degree video resolution quality

(currently we demo 8K for each eye). Our goal is to compete with
the human eye.
▪▪We enable per-frame, millisecond synchronization between
viewer groups. Thus allowing friends in different geographies to
virtually attend together an event despite the different networks
in between.
▪▪We measure and analyze headset movement. This allows
understanding human viewership of VR. We could improve story
telling strategies and monetization related placement.
▪▪We are very easy to deploy
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www.wibbitz.com

Category

A video for every story

> VR/AR

Solution at a Glance

> Broadcasting
> Engagement
> Gaming
> Video & Media
> Ticketing & Smart
Stadium
> Performance
Enhancement
> Marketing Analytics
> Sponsorship

Wibbitz is an AI-powered video creation platform that leverages
patented text-to-video technology to streamline production of
branded short-form videos at scale. Wibbitz supports video creation
for over 400 publishers, helping to increase audience engagement
and ad revenues across desktop, mobile, and social media. Partners
include Reuters, CBSi, Forbes, Bloomberg, The Weather Channel
television network, USA Today Sports, and Time Inc. Wibbitz was
founded in 2011 and has offices in NYC, Tel Aviv, and Paris.

Our Offering
Wibbitz is an automated video platform that enables storytellers to
create and distribute videos that people love – quickly, easily, and at
scale.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:

▪▪ Minimize video production time to under 6 minutes and create

multiple versions of your video in each format
▪▪ Our cloud based Control Room provides intuitive editing tools, so
best practices come easy
▪▪ Wibbitz editorial services your extended video team: rebrand Top
Story videos in one click with your own logo, colors, and transitions,
with the option to edit before publishing. The Wibbitz Editors are at
your service for training sessions, advice, and inspiration, to make
sure you’re getting the most out of the Wibbitz platform.
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www.wsc-sports.com

Category
> VR/AR

Real-time automatic production, personalization
and distribution of sports video highlights

> Broadcasting

Solution at a Glance

> Engagement

WSC provides an innovative workflow automation solution for
sports media-right owners from ingestion of live content to
distribution of automatically created short-form videos, tailormade, customized and personalized for every need. WSC’s unique
video technology automatically analyzes sports broadcasts in realtime, identifies every moment in a game and generates customized
highlights on every player, team and moment. The company’s
solution is currently being used by global sports media brands to
leverage sports content for increased fan engagement, marketing
and monetization. WSC’s products are built upon a unique set of
algorithms that incorporates AI & ML with data, audio and video
analysis.

> Gaming
> Video & Media
> Ticketing & Smart
Stadium
> Performance
Enhancement
> Marketing Analytics
> Sponsorship

Our Offering
WSC has developed the ability to go through a sporting event
and automatically tag, categorize and rate any action that occurs
throughout it. This indexing, we make the entire feed searchable
and every action extractable. Once the game is mapped, we
can pull out every imaginable type of event, and use it to build
various implementations on top of it for Automatic Production &
Distribution and for Fan Engagement Content applications.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:
Currently there is no other offering in the market that enables the
automatic creation of sports videos with the scale and quality of
WSC Sports.
The main company’s competition comes from traditional workflow
and legacy systems and mechanisms already in place for sports
video production workflows. Our solution takes this practice to a
new level.

Company References and Strategic Partners:
Company reference: FastCompany Article and this Video interview.
Main partners: NBA, MLS, Turner, Us Open, FIBA, WSL and more
Investors: Intel, Dan Gilbert (owner of the Cavs), Elysian Park
Ventures (owners of the Dodgers), Mark Wilf (owner of the Vikings),
Zohar Gilon, 2B Angels, Plus Ventures, Pix VC, and others…
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This publication is for informational purposes only. While every effort has been made to ensure
that the presented information is correct, The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute
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